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Teaming is a fresh new concept to organize the best
knowledge available for creating and maintaining effective
action.”

—Chris Argyris, professor emeritus, Harvard University
“This is the ultimate book on teams and learning.

Edmondson combines academic rigor and relevance in a
unique way. A must-read for scholars and practitioners.”

—Bertrand Moingeon, professor, directeur général
adjoint, and deputy dean, executive education and
academic development, HEC Paris

“Amy Edmondson is the best leader teacher I know. Her
experience in the classroom and her deep understanding of
how leaders lead in the real world rings loud and clear in
this book.”

—Charlie Eitel, founding partner, Eitel & Armstrong; and
former chairman and CEO, Simmons Bedding

“Edmondson’s insights that teams are verbs rather than
nouns, and that leaders who focus on ‘teaming’ animate a
more adaptive work environment, are a major advance in
our grasp of leading, organizing, and learning. This is the
work of a gifted, hands-on scholar at her best!”

—Karl E. Weick, Rensis Likert Distinguished University
Professor, organizational behavior and psychology, Stephen
M. Ross School of Business, University of Michigan

“Teaming is the book on how to lead and learn from
innovative teams and dispersed networks. Amy Edmondson
has gathered a wealth of evidence, experience, and
illustrations to write the definitive playbook for learning and
bringing out the best in collaborative endeavors anywhere.”

—Michael Useem, professor of management, and
director of the Leadership Center, Wharton School,
University of Pennsylvania

“The always-insightful Amy Edmondson has produced a
terrific book. She provides the best insights I have seen on
failure and learning in teams. By distinguishing between



types of failures across her Knowledge Process Spectrum,
she shows how some types of failures should be
discouraged and minimized while others are essential for
learning and advancement. Easy to read, Teaming provides
useful insights from start to finish.”

—Roger Martin, dean, Rotman School of Business,
University of Toronto

“Teaming shows how organizations can inspire every
employee to voice new ideas, compensate every manager
to reward the risk of experimentation, and recognize every
leader who empowers the collective quest for learning and
innovation. Edmondson has provided an articulate,
indispensable guide for organizations to succeed in an age
of unprecedented change and competition.”

—Sean Woodroffe, vice president, human resources, Sun
Life Financial U.S.

“Many of us have experienced or observed the drama of a
hospital emergency room where life-and-death split second
decisions are made, and where priorities and staff
assignments shift unpredictably, even in the midst of caring
for a patient. Teaming describes a new way of working that
achieves superior outcomes in this chaotic environment, a
setting for which past organizational theory has fallen
short.”

—Ray Gilmartin, professor of management practice,
Harvard Business School; and former CEO, Merck & Co.

“Edmondson goes to the very heart of the single biggest
challenge we face in the 21st century: while our problems
are growing ever more complex, the expertise we bring to
those problems is growing ever more narrow. Only through
teams—or teaming, as Edmondson rightly argues—can we
hope to learn across boundaries and tackle the problems we
face today. Using captivating stories based on decades of
research, this remarkably readable book explains why such
learning is hard, shows how it’s possible, and illustrates



what it takes. Beautifully written and cogently argued, it’s
bound to be a classic.

—Diana McLain Smith, chief executive partner, New
Profit Inc.; and author, The Elephant in the Room: How
Relationships Make or Break the Success of Leaders and
Organizations

“A must-read for managers at all levels who want to learn
about cross-boundary teams and how to lead them. Based
on her extensive research and consulting experience,
Edmondson has written an authoritative, comprehensive,
and engaging book that I will recommend to my students
and corporate clients.”

—Michael Beer, chairman, TruePoint Partners; and Center
for Higher Ambition Leadership Cahners-Rabb Professor
Emeritus, Harvard Business School

“No one has done more insightful research than Amy
Edmondson on why effective teams are effective. Every
team leader needs to know what she knows.”

—Chip Heath, author, Switch: How to Change Things
When Change is Hard

“Amy Edmondson has built a wide following for her studies
on how organizations learn and grow through cooperative
work and enlightened leadership. Her experience provides
the rich soil from which this book has grown. It is packed
with insight, drawn from cutting-edge research, and is
squarely aimed at 21st century leaders seeking to build
collaborative, self-reflective teams.”

—David Gergen, senior political analyst, CNN; adviser to
four U.S. presidents; professor, public service, and director,
Center for Public Leadership, Harvard Kennedy School

“This book is both practical and profound. It takes us from
the static organizational models and procedures of the past
to the skills and practices of a knowledge economy, in which
learning is the mainstay of success. Teaming is an
extraordinary concept, filled with inspiration and possibility.



My admiration for Amy Edmondson continues to grow with
this contribution. This is a must-read for those in pursuit of
habitual excellence, joy, and meaning in work, and success
in the 21st century.”

—Julianne Morath, chief quality and patient safety
officer, Vanderbilt University Medical Center; and associate
professor, clinical nursing, Vanderbilt University
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Foreword
It gives me great pleasure to write a foreword for this very
important and timely book. I have known Amy’s work for
more than a decade and am very pleased that she has now
pulled together the main points that have emerged from her
seminal research on the processes that underlie teamwork.

Let me comment first on why this work is important and
why it is essential for leaders and managers in all kinds of
organizations to absorb the lessons provided here. Even
though our culture tends to accept groups and teams only
when pragmatically necessary to win or to get a job done,
teams and teamwork are at the very foundation of society
and community. It is a tragedy of our organizational society
that we joke about meetings being mostly a waste of time
and groups being useless because they diffuse
accountability. We have built all our incentive and promotion
systems on individual performance to the point that even in
team sports such as hockey, soccer, basketball, and
football, it is the individual star on the team who gets the
press and the big bucks. The result of this cultural bias is
that most leaders are shockingly incompetent in running
meetings or creating teams. Yet they are dependent on
teamwork. This book’s emphasis on “teaming,” the
processes that underlie effective collaboration, provides
crucial insight and understanding on what is necessary for
teamwork to work.

Why is this book timely? Because the world is becoming
more complex and multicultural. Complexity is the result of
the technological evolution of all the fields of science,
engineering, management, and organization development.
What this means is that to get anything accomplished in a
technologically complex society requires the input of



information and process sophistication from many fields.
That, in turn, means that managers as individuals no longer
know enough to make decisions and get things done. They
are de facto increasingly dependent on all kinds of
specialists. And that means they have to understand the
processes of “teaming,” of bringing these specialists
together and enabling them to work. Nowhere is this more
evident than in health care, where everything from running
a hospital or community health care system to doing a
complex cardiac operation requires high levels of teaming.

Along with complexity we see the world becoming
multicultural. And I mean this both in the ethnic sense of
many more nations contributing to the occupational pools of
most organizations and in the occupational sense that the
specialization referred to above also leads to strong
occupational cultures. Some of these cultures have been
around for a long time and bedevil teaming efforts, such as
the gulf that exists between doctors and nurses. Other such
gulfs have arisen between the culture of information
technology that feeds the egalitarianism and openness of
the new generations and the traditional management
culture of hierarchy and control. How do you get
collaboration between a young engineer bred on total
transparency and a manager who “knows” that information
is power and must, therefore, be tightly controlled?

Add to this the problems of different languages and
thought worlds of the many national cultures and you have
the need for what this book emphasizes above all—the
ability to learn. Teaming in today’s and tomorrow’s world will
be about learning. Old formulas for what a group should be,
how it should be organized and run, will not work. One of
these old formulas emphasizes group composition—find out
what everyone’s personal style and competence is and fit
the parts together. The most obvious limitation to this
formula is that the changing nature of complex tasks makes



it difficult to decide ahead of time what personal style and
competency set to measure. Secondarily, it will be more and
more difficult to find and recruit whatever competence may
be needed. What this book emphasizes so well is that the
mindset of teaming has to be focused on how to get the job
done with the team resources available, and that inevitably
is a learning process.

Teaming and learning are here to stay. Enjoy learning
about it.

Edgar H. Schein



For Larry Wilson,
who started me on this journey



Introduction
Most people recognize that the knowledge-based, twenty-
first-century organization depends on cross-disciplinary
collaboration, flattened hierarchies, and continuous
innovation. One reason for this is that expertise has
narrowed and many fields have splintered into subfields.
Unfortunately, the problems that need solving in the world
haven’t narrowed accordingly. Instead, they’ve just become
more complex. This means that many challenges must be
approached by people working together across disciplines.
Product design, patient care, strategy development,
pharmaceutical research, and rescue operations are just a
few of the activities that call for cross-disciplinary
teamwork.

To succeed in a changing and competitive global economy,
organizations must also be able to learn. Expertise in almost
any field is a moving target. To keep up with developments
in their field, people must become lifelong learners, and
success will belong to those who can master new skills and
envision novel possibilities. Employees must absorb, and
sometimes create, new knowledge while executing. Because
this process typically happens among individuals working
together, collective learning—that is, learning in and by
smaller groups—is regarded as the primary vehicle for
organizational learning. Consequently, to excel in a complex
and uncertain business environment, people need to both
work and learn together. The implications of this new reality
are enormous for leaders, professionals, and anyone
working in an organization.

The recognition of this reality, however, doesn’t always
produce a new way of working. Many organizations still rely
on the top-down, command-and-control approaches that



fueled growth and profitability in the industrial era. Some of
the most basic tenets of this management style—ensuring
control, eliminating variance, and rewarding conformance—
inhibit collaboration and organizational learning. The result
is that great companies, led by great managers, can fail
when they confront overly complex or dynamic contexts.
Most business leaders agree that their employees are
important and profess the value of hearing their feedback.
Such leaders welcome employee opinions and understand
the importance of meeting to discuss how to improve
production or create more innovative products. Yet these
well-intentioned leaders often fail to reshape how work is
really done. This book explores why this gap between
recognition and practice persists and provides a leadership
framework that can close it.

Teaming to Collaborate
and Learn

Teaming, coined deliberately to capture the activity of
working together, presents a new, more flexible way for
organizations to carry out interdependent tasks. Unlike the
traditional concept of a team, teaming is an active process,
not a static entity. Imagine a fluid network of interconnected
individuals working in temporary teams on improvement,
problem solving, and innovation. Teaming blends relating to
people, listening to other points of view, coordinating
actions, and making shared decisions. Effective teaming
requires everyone to remain vigilantly aware of others’
needs, roles, and perspectives. This entails learning to
relate to others better and learning to make decisions based
on the integration of different perspectives. Therefore,
teaming calls for developing both affective (feeling) and
cognitive (thinking) skills. Enabled by distributed leadership,



the purpose of teaming is to expand knowledge and
expertise so that organizations and their customers can
capture the value.

Teaming: How Organizations Learn, Innovate, and
Compete in the Knowledge Economy describes the basic
activities and conditions that help organizations succeed
through teaming. This includes how work gets done, how
leaders help make it happen, and how a safe interpersonal
environment frees up people to focus on innovation. The
model and guidelines presented throughout the book
provide readers with a supportive framework for
understanding and responding to the dynamics of collective
learning. I examine and describe the mindset required to
successfully incorporate teaming within an organizational
setting, provide a set of leadership practices that can help
develop a team-based learning infrastructure, and supply
specific strategies for successfully teaming across the most
common boundaries that hinder collaboration. In addition, I
examine group processes that systematically improve
existing knowledge and explain how to effectively use this
new collective knowledge to improve organizational
routines.

Over the past twenty years, I’ve conducted a series of in-
depth research studies on teaming and organizational
learning in hos pitals, factories, senior management teams,
and on NASA’s Space Shuttle Program. Additionally, I’ve
written over a dozen case studies in which the themes of
teaming and learning are explored in industries as varied as
manufacturing, financial services, product design,
telecommunications, government, and construction. Cumu‐ 
latively, this research shows how organizational cultures
inhibit or enable teaming, learning, and innovation. It also
supports a new definition of what successful execution looks
like in the knowledge economy and shows how the best



organizations are able to learn quickly while maintaining
high performance standards.

While studying organizational learning, I’ve met some
extraordinary leaders who have found ways to make their
organizations more responsive and competitive. You’ll meet
many of them in the chapters that follow. Not all of the
leaders I’ve studied were CEOs or heads of major agencies.
Many were what I call leaders in the middle: those
individuals who make a difference in their organizations by
leading projects, instigating improvement, and helping other
employees grow. In the course of these studies, I’ve also
met individuals, perhaps no less remarkable, in large and
multinational organizations who were stymied in their
genuine desire to make a difference. In some cases, these
leaders were simply thinking about their roles in the wrong
way. They thought they needed to provide answers, when
instead they needed to ask the right questions.

Leaders and Learners
While contemplating flattened hierarchies and distributed
leadership, readers might wonder if the need for strong
leadership is fading. In fact, as the book argues throughout,
the opposite is true. The activities of teaming—taking risks,
confronting failure, and crossing boundaries—are anything
but natural acts in large organizations. This means that
leadership is now more needed than ever before in today’s
complex, constantly changing landscape. This leadership
can take two forms: the first is formal leader ship, which I
call leadership with a large L. Large-L leadership generally
includes high-level executives and involves decisions and
activities that influence everyone in the organization. This
role is critical to effective teaming and usually includes
developing organizational culture, direction setting, and the
creation of goals.



But much of the time, what’s needed is what I call
leadership with a small l. This type of leadership is exercised
by people throughout the organization, not just at the top,
and especially by those at the front lines where crucial work
affecting customer experiences is carried out. This kind of
leadership is about developing others’ skills and shaping
effective processes. In small-l leadership, those in the thick
of collaborative activity help ensure that teaming occurs
effectively. Sometimes these leaders have formal
responsibility for a project or a department; at other times,
they’re simply the ones who see an opportunity to lead and
act upon it. With teaming, the concept of leadership then
becomes an activity that takes place both at the top ranks
of the organization and at the front lines of operations.

As both a practical and research-based resource, Teaming:
How Organizations Learn, Innovate, and Compete in the
Knowledge Economy is tailored to a wide audience that
includes leaders of all types and levels, as well as future
leaders. Practitioners need approaches that they can readily
apply to their work environment. To this end, I provide ideas,
solutions, and strategies appropriate for all types of private
and public organizations. These are intended to help leaders
who wish to study or promote teaming in support of
performance improvement. Leaders include executives,
managers, team and project leaders, and supervisors
searching for ways to create an environment that
encourages and supports teaming. The book also is
intended to help human resource professionals in aiding
collaboration, training people to team, and implementing
organizational learning.

In addition, academics and students of business
administration and organizational behavior will find the book
to be a useful resource for course curricula and research. In
conceptualizing teaming, I incorporate relevant scholarly
material and empirical evidence. I synthesize many of the



findings from my research, previously found only in
academic journals, so as to bring this work to the attention
of a broader audience. I also draw heavily on the
pedagogical tools I’ve developed over the years to deepen
students’ comprehension of business issues and to energize
classroom dis cussion. In particular, students will find the
three case studies presented in Chapter Eight useful in
bridging the gap between theory and practical application.

Overview of the Book
The idea that an organization should be able to anticipate
and respond to changes in its environment is as difficult to
put into action as it is compelling. Many adults have to
relearn how to learn, and everyone could use help learning
how to team. For most individuals, truly engaging with
others in a goal-oriented, open-minded, collaborative
process requires letting go of some old habits. The human
behaviors that make these valuable attributes possible must
be painstakingly cultivated. This book explores these issues
in three parts.

Part One focuses on teaming, describing the core activities
that fuel teaming efforts and answering these questions:
How does it work? What does it take for people to learn how
to team? What do people do when teaming? How does
teaming produce organizational learning? This section
describes the challenges to teaming and shows what
teaming looks like when it’s done well. Chapter One opens
by defining teaming and examining why it’s so crucial in
today’s complex organizations, and then presents a new
framework for understanding learning and knowledge. In
Chapter Two, I describe the step-by-step teaming process in
more detail, reveal how easily teaming breaks down, and
establish four leadership actions that enable teaming and
learning.



Part Two examines these four leadership actions in much
greater detail. The emphasis here is on the human side of
teaming, with an up-close look at how people work together
in a wide variety of organizational contexts. More
specifically, Chapter Three explores the power of framing
and what leaders can do through framing to promote
effective collaboration and learning. In Chapter Four, I look
at how psychological safety promotes the attitudes, skills,
and behaviors necessary for successful teaming. I detail just
how much fear there is in today’s workplace, despite
rhetoric to the contrary, and how crippling this fear is for
problem solving. Chapter Five shows why failure is an
essential part of organizational learning and presents
specific practices for overcoming the challenges that failure
presents. Chapter Six follows with an examination of the
importance, and challenge, of spanning boundaries between
disciplines, departments, companies, or even countries—
and shows what is possible when we do, starting with the
story of the “impossible” rescue of 33 miners trapped under
2,000 feet of rock in the San Jose copper mine in Chile in
2010.

In Part Three, the emphasis shifts from individual and
interpersonal behaviors to organizational implementation.
Chapter Seven pulls together many of the lessons and
strategies from the previous chapters to provide a new
model for execution, which includes specific steps for
diagnosing, designing, and implementing an iterative
process that ensures continuous learning and impro vement.
I develop the characteristics and attributes of different
contexts, based on the level of process knowledge, in more
detail. A detailed case study reveals the risk of
misdiagnosing process knowledge and the importance of
experimentation. Chapter Eight offers three case studies
that examine different potential learning outcomes,
including process improvement, problem solving, and



innovation. The first case study looks at leadership that
inspires and empowers dramatic performance turnarounds
in existing companies that have fallen behind. In the second
case study, I describe leadership that engages people
throughout an organization in working together to solve
tough problems in complex operations. The third case study
focuses on leadership that supports innovation, allowing the
kind of teaming that gives rise to pioneering products and
processes.

To help readers understand and use the ideas and
frameworks, I’ve incorporated a number of special features
throughout the book, including the following:

Exhibits and bulleted lists containing critical strategies,
definitions, and distinctions
Tables outlining specific leadership strategies that reflect
best practices assembled through decades of extensive
research
Sidebars that add context to salient ideas and provide
additional resources
Vignettes and real-world examples that help illustrate
key lessons and stimulate reflection
Chapter summary sections to help readers review critical
concepts

Teaming: How Organizations Learn, Innovate, and
Compete in the Knowledge Economy is intended as an
accessible resource for anyone trying to increase
collaboration and promote long-term success. It is designed
so practitioners can easily navigate each chapter and locate
specific topics or strategies. This means readers can shift
from chapter to chapter and pull out what they need, when
they need it. But there’s also an advantage to reading the
chapters in order: each chapter is clearly linked and the
concepts presented build on each other to help readers
develop a deeper understanding of the relationship between
teaming, learning, and performance.



Regardless of how a reader chooses to use the book,
however, my primary hope is that it will help improve
organizational actions through the creation of a more
optimistic, collective spirit. When leaders empower, rather
than control; when they ask the right questions, rather than
provide the right answers; and when they focus on
flexibility, rather than insist on adherence, they move to a
higher form of execution. When people know their ideas are
welcome, they will offer innovative ways to lower costs and
improve quality, thus laying a more solid foundation for
meaningful work and organizational success.



Part One: Teaming



Chapter One

A New Way of Working
Say the word team and the first image that comes to mind
is probably a sports team: football players huddled in the
mud, basketball players swarming in a full-court press, or
baseball players turning a game-saving double play. In
sports, great teams consist of individuals who have learned
to trust one another. Over time, they have discovered each
other’s strengths and weaknesses, enabling them to play as
a coordinated whole. Similarly, musicians form bands,
chamber groups, and orchestras that rely on interdependent
talents. A symphony falls apart unless the string section
coordinates with the woodwinds, brass, and percussionists.
Even when a soloist is featured on stage, the orchestral
score has a part for every musician. A successful
performance is one in which the musicians complement one
another and play in harmony. Like all good teams, they
display synergy. The whole is greater than the sum of its
parts. The players understand that they succeed or fail
together—they win or lose as a team.

In today’s complex and volatile business environment,
corporations and organizations also win or lose by creating
wholes that are greater than the sum of their parts. Intense
competition, rampant unpredictability, and a constant need
for innovation are giving rise to even greater
interdependence and thus demand even greater levels of
collaboration and communication than ever before. Teaming
is essential to an organization’s ability to respond to
opportunities and to improve internal processes. This
chapter aims to deepen your understanding of why teaming



and the behaviors it requires are so crucial for
organizational success in today’s environment. To help
illuminate the teaming process and its benefits, this chapter
defines teaming, places it within a historical context, and
presents a new framework for understanding organizational
learning and process knowledge, and explains why these
are important concepts for today’s leaders.

Teaming Is A Verb
Sports teams and musical groups are both bounded, static
collections of individuals. Like most work teams in the past,
they are physically located in the same place while
practicing or performing together. Members of these teams
learn how to interact. They’ve developed trust and know
each other’s roles. Advocating stable boundaries, well-
designed tasks, and thoughtfully composed membership,
many seminal theories of organizational effectiveness
explained how to design and manage just these types of
static performance teams.1

Harvard psychologist Richard Hackman, a preeminent
scholar of team effectiveness, established the power of
team structures in enabling team performance. According to
this influential perspective, well-designed teams are those
with clear goals, well-thought-out tasks that are conducive
to teamwork, team members with the right skills and
experiences for the task, adequate resources, and access to
coaching and support. Get the design right, the theory says,
and the performance will take care of itself. This model
focused on the team as an entity, looking largely within the
well-defined bounds of a team to explain its performance.
Other research, notably conducted by MIT professor
Deborah Ancona, showed that how much a team’s members
interact with people outside the team boundaries was also
an important factor in team performance.2 Both



perspectives worked well in guiding the design and
management of effective teams, at least in contexts where
managers had the lead time and the run time to invest in
composing stable, well-designed teams.

In these prior treatments, team is a noun. A team is an
established, fixed group of people cooperating in pursuit of
a common goal. But what if a team disbands almost as
quickly as it was assembled? For example, what if you work
in an emergency services facility where the staffing changes
every shift, and the team changes completely for every case
or client? What if you’re a member of a temporary project
team formed to solve a unique production problem? Or
you’re part of a group of managers with a mix of individual
and shared responsibilities? How do you create synergy
when you lack the advantages offered by the frequent
drilling and practice sessions of static performance teams
like those in sports and music?

The answer lies in teaming.
Teaming is a verb. It is a dynamic activity, not a bounded,

static entity. It is largely determined by the mindset and
practices of teamwork, not by the design and structures of
effective teams. Teaming is teamwork on the fly. It involves
coordinating and collaborating without the benefit of stable
team structures, because many operations, such as
hospitals, power plants, and military installations, require a
level of staffing flexibility that makes stable team
composition rare.3 In a growing number of organizations, the
constantly shifting nature of work means that many teams
disband almost as soon as they’ve formed. You could be
working on one team right now, but in a few days, or even a
few minutes, you may be on another team.

Fast-moving work environments need people who know
how to team, people who have the skills and the flexibility
to act in moments of potential collaboration when and
where they appear. They must have the ability to move on,


